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Bubblegum
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Crows Nest Soft Drinks
Coffee
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Banana
Blue Heaven

Ice Cream

Milkshake

Serving
Suggestions

Soda Stream/
Cordial/ Mixer

Flavoured Syrups
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Caramel
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Crow’s Cola
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Creaming Soda
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Ginger Beer
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Raspberry
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Strawberry
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Strawberry
Lemonade
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West Indian Lime
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Visitors are always welcome at our factory where the full
range of products are available at factory prices. Check out
our extensive display of old bottles and memorabilia and view
our restored bottling line circa 1960’s. Alex and Murray will
happily show you around and if you are lucky, you might even
see our bottling line in action!
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Opening Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30-4:30 Sat 9:00-2:00
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Pineapple

Crows Nest Soft Drinks is one of the longest established
of the few that remain and, since 2014, has been under the
custody of the Davidson and Rosenberg families, making
us the tenth owners. Crows Nest is a small country town in
Queensland, Australia, with a population of around 2000. It
sits in a beautiful hollow on the edge of the great dividing
range and is an easy drive from Brisbane (158 km) with the
nearest major centre being Toowoomba (43 km).

CROWS NEST
SOFT DRINKS

SINCE 1903
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Portabello

Vanilla
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Spearmint
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Lemon Lime Bitters

Passionfruit
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First established in 1903 we have been in continuous
operation ever since. In times past nearly every small town
in Australia had its own thriving ‘Cordial’ or ‘Aerated Water’
works but, sadly, with the rise of multinational beverage
companies and the supermarkets, most had gone out of
business by the 1990’s.

8 Charlotte Street,
Crows Nest QLD 4355
Phone: +617 4698 1783
Email: cnestdrinks@cnsd.com.au
Web: www.cnsd.com.au
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Flavoured Syrups

Soft Drinks

What are Flavoured Syrups? Well, true to tradition they
are Sugar Syrups..... Flavoured! Based on Bundaberg Cane
Sugar, grown right here in Queensland, we produce around 30
different flavours to enjoy any way you like. Often referred to as
‘Cordials’, our range includes all of the Soft Drink flavours plus
many others, some of which are available nowhere else.

We make a range of 16 traditional flavours, many of which are still manufactured from the original recipes and
ingredients. We only produce in 330 ml glass bottles which, unlike plastic (PET), gives our range an extended
shelf life and ensures the product remains fresh and full of bubbles, no matter how long you like to store it. Glass
is also infinitely recyclable which we think is important.

Commonly used in home Soda Machines, Slushies, Milk
Shakes, over Ice Cream and as a Flavoured Sweetener in
coffee, you are only limited by your imagination. Mix as strong
or as weak as you like, perfect in cocktails, baking or just a dash
in ice cold water or Soda. These flavours are concentrated and
many come from our original recipe books, so go easy at first
until you find your perfect mix.
Available in a stylish 750 ml Marasca bottle and, for the true
believers, in 5 litre drums! There are too many flavours to
describe in detail so refer to the table on the other side for
serving suggestions. Can’t make up your mind? All flavours are
available in 100 ml sample bottles, so try a few without breaking
the bank.

Traditional Soft Drinks have always been made on Sugar Syrup and, although we can’t deny the negative health
effects of excessive sugar consumption, we believe that traditional Soft Drinks were never intended to be a
source of hydration, but a treat to be enjoyed in moderation. We only use Bundaberg Cane Sugar grown right
here in Queensland and NONE of our drinks contain artificial sweeteners or added preservatives.

Double Sarsaparilla

Cherry Cheer

Is our signature flavour
and biggest seller by
far. Still made from
the original essences,
our customers are
constantly telling us
that our ‘Sars’ is the
best. Don’t take our
word for it, come and
try one for yourself!

If this doesn’t Cheers you up, nothing will! Still made to the original
recipe handed down through the generations.

Raspberry

You don’t have to go
to the pub to enjoy
this old favourite! Full
of ripe Raspberry
flavour, if you find
one better, we haven’t
heard of it!

Creaming Soda

A firm favourite enjoyed by young and old alike. Lower carbonation
gives a smooth creamy taste and, unlike some of the big manufacturers,
we’ve retained the traditional yellow colour the older generations will
remember.

Blue Lemonade

A recent addition to our family but a very old confectionary flavour. If you
love the old fashioned Musk Sticks and Lollies it tastes the same......
with bubbles!

Crow’s Cola
Very popular with the
kids, the Traditional
Lemonade Flavour is
only enhanced by the
Sky Blue colour that
treats the eye as well
as the taste buds!

Portabello
This is a very old flavour sometimes called ‘Portello’ or ‘Portino’. We’re
often asked what it tastes like and the best we can come up with is:
Cherry/Grape with a hint of Creaming Soda! This is a very popular
flavour so give it a try, you won’t be disappointed!

Lemon, Lime & Bitters

Our own unique blend of premium Lemon and Lime essences, fortified
with Lime Juice and finished with genuine Angostura Bitters, just like
they mix in the bar.... only better!

Ginger Beer

The only recipe we’ve changed to incorporate more Ginger bite and a
warm aftertaste. If you liked Grandma’s Ginger Beer, you’ll love this! No
added colours and plenty of spice.

Lime

Musk

Brilliant lime green colour and still a firm favourite. A refreshing summer
drink, perfect as a mixer or in ice cream ‘spiders’.

It is always hard to compete with that other multinational Cola brand
but, with a flavour profile remarkably like our famous competitor, it has
been described as a smooth, full flavoured Cola. Next time you feel like
a Red One, give old Crowie a go! You might be pleasantly surprised.
Contains Caffeine.

Mandarin

A delicious Ripe Mandarin flavour with delicate citrus tones, it’s our
alternative to boring old Orange. It may not be our biggest seller but our
Mandarin has its share of dedicated followers.

Lemonade

Crystal clear Old Style Lemonade, just like your favourite pair of 901’s,
some things never go out of style.

Lemon Squash

Deliciously refreshing, our Lemon Squash is based on real Lemon Juice
with no added colours. The perfect partner to a Queensland summer.

Lime Supreme

With real Lime Juice we call this our ‘Adults Only’ lime drink (especially
mixed with your favourite spirit!) Lower sugar and drier than the
traditional ‘Green’ Lime, take yourself poolside with this one!

Soda Water

From our pure water supply we add bubbles and NOTHING else! What
more can we say?

